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EFFECT OF SURFACE Si�Si DIMERS ON PHOTOLUMINESCENCEOF SILICON NANOCRYSTALS IN THE SILICON DIOXIDE MATRIXO. B. Gusev a*, A. V. Ershov b, D. A. Grahev b, B. A. Andreev , A. N. Yablonskiy aIo�e Physial-Tehnial Institute, Russian Aademy of Sienes194021, Saint-Petersburg, RussiabLobahevsky State University of Nizhni Novgorod603950, Nizhny Novgorod, RussiaInstitute for Physis of Mirostrutures, Russian Aademy of Sienes603950, Nizhny Novgorod, RussiaReeived November 27, 2013The e�et of surfae states of silion nanorystals embedded in silion dioxide on the photoluminesent proper-ties of the nanorystals is reported. We have investigated the time-resolved and stationary photolumineseneof silion nanorystals in the matrix of silion dioxide in the visible and infrared spetral ranges at 77 and 300 K.The strutures ontaining silion nanorystals were prepared by the high-temperature annealing of multilayerSiOx/SiO2 �lms. The understanding of the experimental results on photoluminesene is underlain by a modelof autoloalized states arising on surfae Si�Si dimers. The emission of autoatalized exitons is found for the�rst time, and the energy level of the autoloalized states is determined. The e�et of these states on themehanism of the exitation and the photoluminesene properties of nanorystals is disussed for a wide rangeof their dimensions. It is reliably shown that the ause of the known blue boundary of photoluminesene ofsilion nanorystals in the silion dioxide matrix is the apture of free exitons on autoloalized surfae states.DOI: 10.7868/S00444510140500611. INTRODUCTIONAn intense photoluminesene (PL) of porous sili-on in the visible spetral range at room temperaturewas �rst observed by Canham in 1990 [1℄. This PL, notinherent to silion (whih is an indiret gap semion-dutor), was explained as the result of the size quanti-zation e�et of eletron states in silion nanorystals.The possibility to reate optoeletroni devies basedthereon and the prospets of their use in photovoltaispromoted researh on the optial and eletri proper-ties of silion nanorystals in various matries [2; 3℄.Currently, muh attention is attrated to silionnanorystals in the matrix of silion dioxide (SiO2).This is due to the high thermal and hemial stabilityof the material and its omplete ompatibility with thetraditional silion miroeletroni tehnology.To obtain an e�ient emission in the visible andnear-IR spetral ranges, the nanorystals should be ofthe size not exeeding several nanometers. At this size,*E-mail: oleg.gusev�mail.io�e.ru

the ratio of the nanorystal surfae to its volume islarge, and the surfae states may signi�antly a�et theexitation and emission mehanisms of the nanorys-tals.It is known that with a derease in the size of sili-on nanorystals in the SiO2 matrix, the maximum ofthe PL band at the room temperature shifts from theIR region only to some �blue boundary� of the wave-length about 0:6 �m (orresponding to the emissionenergy 2.1 eV), whih has not been predited by the-oretial alulations based on the size quantization ef-fet [4℄. Yet the PL band of silion nanorystals in thesilion nitride matrix (Si3N4) undergoes the blueshiftup to the ultraviolet region of 0:41 �m (approximately3 eV) as the size of nanorystals dereases to 2.6 nm [5℄.The blueshift up to 3.5 eV is also observed for the PLof porous silion when the surfae of the rystals isovered with hydrogen [6℄. Therefore, the existeneof the �blue boundary� of 2.1�2.2 eV for PL of silionnanorystals in the silion dioxide matrix demonstratesa strong e�et of the nanorystal surfae on the PLharateristis.830



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014 E�et of surfae Si�Si dimers on photoluminesene : : :The most widely spread preparation method of sil-ion nanorystals in the matrix of silion dioxide is thehigh-temperature annealing of initial �lms of silionsuboxide SiOx (x < 2), whih an be arried out by var-ious proedures [3℄. The annealing proess indues theseparation of the Si and SiO2 phases with the formationof silion nanorystals embedded in SiO2. The size ofsilion nanorystals depends on the amount of exessSi, as well as on the annealing temperature. The resultsof the studies of the �ne struture of X-ray absorptionspetra near the edge struture (XANES) indiate thatthe nanopartiles obtained by the high-temperatureannealing of SiOx �lms are silion nanorystals sur-rounded with a thin layer of 0.6�0.8 nm of amorphousSiOx of variable omposition x [7℄. This way, severaltypes of strutural defets � Si=O, Si�O�Si, Si�O, andsurfae Si�Si dimers � form on the surfae of silionnanorystals.It has been shown in theoretial investigations [8; 9℄that the blue boundary of PL for silion nanorystals inthe SiO2 matrix an be desribed with a model of au-toloalized exiton states forming on the surfae Si�Sidimers. We refer to these states as self-trapped exitonstate, STE(Si�Si). We note that aording to the al-ulations, radiative reombination of autoloalized ex-itons on STE(Si�Si) should result in the appearaneof a PL band in the range 1.2�1.5 eV for small silionnanorystals in the matrix of silion dioxide. The ob-servation of this band an beome the proof of the sug-gested model. However, no experimental studies thatdeteted PL of autoloalized exitons on surfae Si�Sidimers have appeared until now.Reently, results were published of an experimen-tal investigation of indued light absorption in silionnanorystals, whih were explained based on a model ofthe apture of hot exitons into the autoloalized sur-fae states on the Si�O bond [10℄. It was shown thatin the time interval about 0.1 ns, a hot exiton fromthe nanorystal is aptured on the surfae metastablestate, from whih it returns into the nanorystal. Thisproess was desribed using a phenomenologial modelof autoloalized exitons onstruted in the frameworkof a single-mode approximation of Huang�Rhys. TheSi�O vibration was taken as the vibration mode wherethe exiton was loalized. We refer to these autolo-alized surfae exitons as STE(Si�O). Based on thismodel, the proesses of �hot� exiton apture from thenanorystal into the autoloalized state, the bakwardreturn into the nanorystal by thermoative tunneling,and the proesses of the optial ionization of the ex-iton and its radiative and nonradiative reombinationwere theoretially disussed in [10; 11℄. The STE(Si�O)

model may also explain the blue boundary of the PL insilion nanorystals. In [10℄, no attempts were made todetet PL of the autoloalized exiton. It should alsobe noted that the study of indued light absorption ina silion nanorystal annot be regarded as a diretmethod of the investigation of autoloalized states.The purpose of this paper is to provide experimen-tal evidene for the existene of autoloalized stateson the surfae of silion nanorystals in the matrix ofsilion dioxide and to reveal their nature and their in-�uene on PL of free and autoloalized exitons. Weinvestigated the stationary and time-resolved PL of sil-ion nanorystals in the matrix of SiO2 in the visibleand IR spetral ranges. The obtained experimental re-sults are well understandable based on the model ofautoloalized exitons on surfae Si�Si dimers.2. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES ANDMEASUREMENT PROCEDURESIn this work, we studied strutures omposed of thin�lms of silion dioxide ontaining silion nanorystalsand separated by layers of pure silion dioxide. Thisallowed dereasing a probable e�et of energy trans-fer from a silion nanorystal of a smaller size to thenearest-neighbor of a larger size. In thin (lose to thesize of the silion nanorystal) layers of the SiO2 ma-trix, the number of nearest neighbors is several timessmaller than in the ase where the thikness of theSiO2 layer with silion nanorystals is larger than thenanorystal size.Multilayer nanostrutures a-SiOx/a-SiO2 were ob-tained by alternate evaporation in a vauum of appro-priate initial materials from two separate soures, withthe layer thikness monitored photometrially as de-sribed in [12; 13℄. The a-SiOx layers were depositedby evaporation of SiO powder from an e�usion tanta-lum soure, and the a-SiO2 layers, by eletron beamevaporation of fused silia. The temperature of the sil-ion substrate during the deposition was maintainedat 200 ÆC. The thikness of a-SiO2 layers was set ata onstant value of 2.8 nm, and the strutures weredistinguished only by the thikness of a-SiOx layers.In all ases, the �rst deposited layer was that of sili-on suboxide, followed by SiO2, a-SiOx, et.; the upperlayer onsisted of SiO2. After deposition, strutureswere annealed at high temperature (about 1100 ÆC) fortwo hours in an N2 atmosphere. As a result, strutureswere obtained with silion nanorystals of the meandimensions 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 nm, approximately in a-ordane with the thikness of the deposited layer of831



O. B. Gusev, A. V. Ershov, D. A. Grahev et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014a-SiOx. The size ontrol of the nanorystals was ar-ried out with high-resolution transmission eletron mi-rosopy as desribed in [12; 13℄.The stationary PL was exited with a semiondu-tor laser emitting at � = 405 nm and was registeredby a photomultiplier or by a liquid nitrogen-ooledgermanium detetor. The time- resolved PL spetrawere obtained at the exitation with a pulse nitrogenlaser emitting at � = 337 nm, with a pulse durationof 7 ns and the repetition frequeny 45 Hz. The PLmeasurements were performed with the use of grat-ing monohromator, a strobosopi voltmeter with thestrobe pulse duration of 4 ns, and a digital osillograph.The time resolution of the registration system with theuse of a photomultiplier tube in the spetral range 400�850 nm was 20 ns, and in the region 700�1600 nm, whenthe ooled germanium detetor was used, 20 �s. All PLspetra are orreted for the spetral sensitivity of theoptial system.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSIn Fig. 1, PL spetra are shown for the three ob-tained nanoperiodi strutures ontaining ensembles ofsilion nanorystals of mean nanorystal sizes 2.5, 3.5,and 4.5 nm in the matrix of silion dioxide. PL wasexited with a ontinuous laser at � = 405 nm.The PL bands with the maxima in the region 700�900 nm are well known for silion nanorystals in theSiO2 matrix. They originate from size quantization ofthe eletron states in silion nanorystals. Half-widthsof the bands of this PL amount to 250�300 meV and are1 2 3
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Fig. 1. The normalized PL spetra of silion nanorys-tals in the SiO2 matrix obtained under exitation witha ontinuous laser at � = 405 nm for the mean size ofnanorystals in the ensemble (1 ) 2:5 nm; (2 ) 3:5 nm,and (3 ) 4:5 nm; T = 295 K
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Fig. 2. PL spetra of the struture with silionnanorystals of the mean size about 2:5 nm at T == 295 K for three delay times with respet to the ex-itation pulse: (1 ) 0�10 ns, (2 ) 20 ns, (3 ) 40 ns. Theleft-hand side of the spetrum is ut o� by the �lter at� = 450 nmpratially independent of temperature. We note thatin the experiments published in [14℄, where the PL ofone silion nanorystal was separated at low temper-ature, the half-width of the PL band was 20�30 meV.Consequently, the observed width of the PL band (200�300 meV) is mainly due to the dispersion of nanorys-tal sizes in the ensemble. This fat allows the study ofPL kinetis in a wide range of nanorystal sizes usingsilion-nanorystal ensembles with one to two di�erentmean sizes, by hanging the wavelength of the regis-tered PL signal.It is well known that under the exitation with apulse laser, regardless of the nanorystal size, two PLbands are observed from the silion nanorystal in thematrix of SiO2. In Fig. 2, we present typial PL spetraof our struture with the mean size silion nanorystalsabout 2.5 nm, registered at di�erent delay times withrespet to the exitation pulse.As an be seen from Fig. 2, beside the above-desribed PL band in the region 700�900 nm, related tosize quantization of the eletron states in the nanorys-tals, a seond PL band is observed in the region 500�550 nm. The deay time of this PL band, in keep-ing with the data of Fig. 2, is of the order of 10 ns(the time resolution limit), three orders of magnitudesmaller than the deay time of the PL band in the re-gion 700�900 nm. Aording to the published data, thedeay time of the PL band in the region 500�550 nmamounts to several nanoseonds. The origin of this832
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t; �sFig. 3. PL deay urves at three di�erent wavelengthsobtained at T = 295 K for a sample with the meansize of nanorystals 2:5 nm: (1 ) 660 nm; (2 ) 720 nm;(3 ) 800 nmband was not established. It is usually attributed tothe Si=O bonds on the interfae between the silionnanorystal and the SiO2 matrix. We note that as anbe seen from Fig. 2, we did not observe a time delay(within an auray of 20 ns) in the appearane of PL inthe region 700�900 nm originating from the size quan-tization e�et of the eletron states in nanorystals.The prinipal attention in this researh was fousedon the study of the deay kinetis of free exitons PL inthe region 850�650 nm (1.45�1.9 eV), presuming thatthe seletion of PL aording to wavelength in thisrange would orrespond to the kineti dependenes ofthe emission for the nanorystals of respetive sizes.The example of the PL kinetis for silion nanorystalsat several energies of emitted photons for a sample withthe mean size of nanorystals 2.5 nm is shown in Fig. 3.It follows from Fig. 3 that the PL deay of silionnanorystals is not of the single-exponential harater.The impossibility to desribe the PL deay observedfor silion nanorystals in the silion dioxide matrixwith a single exponent is ommonly overome by ap-plying a �strethed� exponent. This harater of de-ay was attributed to the e�et of surfae states or tothe exitation energy transfer to the nearest neighbor-ing nanorystal. However, it was shown in [15℄ thateven at the low density of nanorystals, when energytransfer between nanorystals ould not our, the PLdeay also did not �t the single-exponential behavior.Therefore, the ause of the deviation of the PL deayof silion nanorystals in the matrix of SiO2 from thesingle-exponential harater should be sought in the ef-fet of the surfae.
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Fig. 4. Deay time of the (1 ) slow and (2 ) fast om-ponents of PL for silion nanorystals with the meansize 3:5 nm as a funtion of the energy Eph of emittedphoton. Plot (3 ) shows the fration k of the ampli-tude of the fast omponent in the overall PL ampli-tude (k = Afast=(Afast + Aslow)). The results wereobtained at T = 300 K. The points are onneted withlines for larityThe proessing of our experimental data on the PLdeay of silion nanorystals in the region 850�650 nm(1.45�1.9 eV) has demonstrated that they are well de-sribed in the full studied range of photon energies withtwo exponentials di�ering in time by approximately anorder of magnitude. In Fig. 4, the deay times of thefast and slow PL omponents of free exitons for thestruture with the mean size of nanorystals 3.5 nmare presented as funtions of the energy of the emittedphoton (i. e., of the silion nanorystal size). In thesame �gure, the fration k of the amplitude of the fastomponent in the total amplitude is also shown.4. DISCUSSIONThe results of our researh an be understood basedon the model of autoloalized exiton states on surfaeSi�Si dimers STE(Si�Si), developed in [8; 9℄. SurfaeSi�Si dimers arise at the replaement of a silion atomwith an oxygen atom, with the formation of hemi-al bonds with two neighboring silion atoms giving abridging Si�O�Si bond. Two remaining dangling bondsof the silion form bonding and antibonding orbitals ofthe dimer. We note that in theoretial alulations ofthe energy of formation of Si�O, Si�O�Si, and Si=Obonds on the surfae of nanorystals, the bridging bondwas shown to lead to the most stable isomeri on�gu-ration. In the ase of the bridging struture, deforma-5 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 833



O. B. Gusev, A. V. Ershov, D. A. Grahev et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014tion is loalized around the Si�O�Si bond, thus pro-duing the strething of the Si�Si dimer [16; 17℄. TheSi�Si dimers on the surfae of the oxidized silion werereently found by deteting the eletron spin resonanespetra using the e�et of spin-dependent reombina-tion [18℄.In the framework of this model, we believe thatthe results of the �tting the PL deay urves withtwo exponentials presented in Fig. 4 (urves 1 and 2 )allow suggesting that the nanorystal ensemble on-tains two groups of emitting nanorystals. The �rstgroup onsists of the nanorystals that have surfaestates (states of autoloalized exitons) where free ex-itons an be aptured, and the seond group onsistsof the nanorystals of the same size devoid of thesesurfae states. Just the presene of these two groups ofnanorystals results in the two-exponential PL deay ofsilion nanorystals. The slow omponent of the PL de-ay (urve 1 in Fig. 4) is due to the well-known inreasein the rate of radiative reombination at dereasing thenanorystal size. The experimental data on the slowomponent (urve 1 in Fig. 4) are well onsistent withthe known lifetime of PL of silion nanorystals of theorresponding size. As regards the fast omponent ofthe PL deay (urve 2 in Fig. 4), whose amplitude in-reases with dereasing the size of nanorystals (urve3 in Fig. 4), we attribute it to the redued lifetimeof free exitons in the nanorystals having the surfaeSTE states.We qualitatively disuss the e�et of the size ofnanorystals with surfae Si�Si dimers on possible tran-sitions between the free and autoloalized exitons andtheir radiative reombination. In Fig. 5, the on�gu-ration oordinate diagram is presented for three har-ateristi sizes of nanorystals having surfae Si�Sidimers. The shape of the adiabati potentials for Si�Sidimers shown in Fig. 5 orresponds to the theoretialalulations in [8; 9℄ with the strong anharmoniity dueto the strething of the ovalent Si�Si bond on the sil-ion nanorystal surfae taken into aount.Under optial exitation, the �hot� exitons arisein all nanorystals of the ensemble regardless of thepresene or absene of surfae Si�Si dimers in them.After the thermalization proess, we arrive at the adi-abati potentials FE1, FE2, and FE3 shown in Fig. 5,whih orrespond to the presene of a free exiton inthe nanorystals with surfae Si�Si dimers. We notethat the apture of �hot� exitons into the autoloal-ized state STE(Si�Si) is exluded beause the exitedosillation levels of the Si�Si dimer exist only in a nar-row interval of energies (f. Fig. 5).The proess of exitation of free exitons in
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Fig. 5. Shemati on�guration oordinate diagramfor three harateristi sizes of nanorystals havingSTE(Si�Si) states. The on�guration oordinate Qorresponds to the strething of the ovalent Si�Sibond on the silion nanorystal surfae. The adiabatipotential G orresponds to a Si�Si dimer with no ex-iton. The adiabati potentials FE1 > FE2 > FE3 arepresented in the ases where a free exiton is present inthe nanorystal of the respetive size D1 < D2 < D3.The adiabati potential of STE(Si�Si) orresponds tothe presene of an exiton in the autoloalized surfaestate. The vertial arrows show the possible radia-tive reombination transitions and the horizontal ar-rows show the possible nonradiative transitions of freeexitons into the autoloalized state, and the reversetransitionnanorystals with STE(Si�Si) states is thereforeessentially di�erent from the exitation proess offree exitons in nanorystals with STE(Si�O) states;for the latter, the apture of �hot� exitons into theautoloalized state with the subsequent transition intofree-exiton states plays the deisive role [8; 9℄.We �rst onsider the ase of the smallest nanorys-tals, where the energy minimum of the adiabati poten-tial (FE1) for a free exiton is higher than the energyof the STE(Si�Si) state (f. Fig. 5a). Free exitons dueto the low potential barrier separating the minima ofthe adiabati potentials FE1 and STE easily go over tothe autoloalized state. Photoluminesene of free ex-itons from these nanorystals would be weak or evenabsent. This phenomenon very well explains the fat ofthe blue boundary of PL of silion nanorystals in thesilion dioxide matrix at the dimensions of nanorystalssmaller than 2 nm (emission energy near 2 eV) [8℄.The total lifetime � of free exitons in smallnanorystals with STE(Si�Si) states is governed by theradiative lifetime �r and by the time �ta of the ther-mally ativated transition in the autoloalized state:834



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 145, âûï. 5, 2014 E�et of surfae Si�Si dimers on photoluminesene : : :1� = 1�r + 1�ta : (1)For �r � �ta (low barrier), we have � = �ta. There-fore, the fast omponent of the PL deay time of freeexitons shown in Fig. 4 is determined by the time ofapture of free exitons into the STE state. As thenanorystal size inreases, �ta inreases due to the in-rease in the potential barrier between the state of thefree exiton and STE state. This is fully onsistentwith the results of measuring the deay time of the fastPL omponent in the range 1.7�1.9 eV (f. Fig. 4).At the largest sizes of the nanorystals from theensemble (f. Fig. 5), when the energy of the free ex-iton FE3 is lower than the energy of the autoloalizedstate, the energy barrier separating free-exiton statesand STE states is large. In this ase, the free exitonsannot be aptured into the STE states. This meansthat the probability of the radiative reombination offree exitons in these nanorystals is insensitive to thepresene of the surfae Si�Si dimers.When the energy of the free exiton from thenanorystal in the ensemble oinides with the energyof an STE state (f. Fig. 5b ), the energy barrier sepa-rating the state of the free exiton and the STE stateis idential for the free and autoloalized exitons. Thefree exitons an transit into the STE states, and theautoloalized exitons, into free-exiton states. We be-lieve that the energy range where the deay time ofthe fast PL omponent (f. Fig. 4, urve 2 ) is inde-pendent of the energy orresponds just to this ase. Itis therefore possible to estimate the energy position ofthe autoloalized state to be lose to 1.7 eV (730 nm).Approximately the same value was obtained from thedependene of the amplitude ratio of the fast and slowomponents on the energy of the emitted photon (f.Fig. 4, urve 3 ). We note that the energy of 1.7 eV or-responds to the emission energy of silion nanorystalsin SiO2, below whih the quantum e�ieny of sili-on nanorystals starts to inrease from 0.5 at 700 nm(1.8 eV) to approximately 1 at 800 nm (1.5 eV) [19℄.5. EMISSION OF AUTOLOCALIZEDEXCITONS ON A SURFACE Si�Si DIMERWe believe the applied model of STE(Si�Si) statesan be proved by experimentally deteting the PL bandof an autoloalized exiton whose intensity is maximumfor small nanorystals where the energy minimum ofthe adiabati potential FE1 for a free exiton is lo-ated higher than the energy of the STE(Si�Si) state(f. Fig. 5a).
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� < 50�s� � 5 msFig. 6. PL spetra of the struture with the mean sizeof silion nanorystals (a) 3:5 nm and (b ) 2:5 nm:(1 ) the omplete PL spetrum; (2 ) the PL band ex-trated from spetrum 1 orresponding to the large de-ay time � � 5 ms; T = 77 KWe have found the PL of an autoloalized exitonwhen investigating the PL of two strutures with themean size of nanorystals 2.5 and 3.5 nm. Photolumi-nesene was exited with the radiation of a GaN laseremitting at � = 405 nm. The laser was modulatedwith a urrent to obtain a pulse duration of 50 ms atthe frequeny 10 Hz. In this ase, PL was registeredwith a ooled germanium photodetetor. The PL spe-tra of the strutures with the mean size of nanorystals2.5 and 3.5 nm registered at the temperature 77 K arepresented in Fig. 6.As an be seen from Fig. 6, along with the PLband of the free exitons with the maxima at 0.825 and0:735 �m, bands with the maxima at 1.24 and 1:18 �mfor nanorystals of the respetive size 3.5 and 2.5 nmare observed in the spetra of both strutures. Thesame as the peak of free exitons, the low-energy peakis subjet to the blueshift with dereasing the size ofnanorystals. The shift of the low-energy peak amountsto about a half of the blueshift of the free-exiton PLband. The longwave bands were attributed in [20℄ tothe reombination of an eletron from the valene bandwith a hole loated in a deep surfae trap on the bound-ary between the silion nanorystal and SiO2. In thismodel, the half-shift orresponds to the shift of the edgeof the ondution band of silion nanorystals.We see from Fig. 6 that the PL spetra of the stru-tures have a nontrivial shape of the PL bands in theregion 0.9�1:1 �m, espeially evident for the struture835 5*
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exitons in silion nanorystals in SiO2 monotoniallyinreases from 8.4 to 17 meV as the nanorystals sizedereases from 5.5 to 2 nm [20; 22℄. As a result, at he-lium temperatures, where the free exiton exists in thetriplet state, its radiative lifetime is large, 5�10 ms.It an be expeted that the energy of the exhangesplitting of the autoloalized state of a surfae exi-ton should be larger. From the obtained deay time� = 2 ms of the long-lived PL band of the autoloal-ized exiton, we an estimate the energy of the singlet�triplet splitting of STE(Si�Si). For this, we use theformula desribing the temperature dependene of thePL radiative lifetime � from [6℄,1� = � 3�t + 1�s exp�� �EkBT ���� �3 + exp�� �EkBT ���1 ; (2)where �s and �t are the radiative lifetimes of the exitonin the singlet and triplet states, kB is the Boltzmannonstant, and �E is the energy splitting. For the esti-mation, we took �s = 10 ns, the harateristi lifetimeof diret radiative transitions not involving phonons,and �t = 5 ms, the harateristi lifetime of a free exi-ton in the triplet state, and the lifetime of the autolo-alized exiton, whih we experimentally measured as� = 5ms at temperature 77 K. The obtained estimationof the energy of the singlet�triplet splitting, �E = 60�80 meV, was, as expeted, larger than in the ase ofa free exiton in silion nanorystals, where its valueranged from 6 to 20 meV for nanorystals of the sizefrom 5 to 2 nm. This is due to the stronger exhangeinteration originating from the exiton loalization onthe nanorystal surfae within the area less than 1 nm.6. CONCLUSIONWe have studied the kinetis of PL deay of silionnanorystals in the matrix of silion dioxide in a widerange of the energy of emitted photons (nanorystalssizes). The experimental results are well onsistentwith the model of the apture of free exitons on sur-fae Si�Si dimers with the formation of autoloalizedexitons, alulated theoretially in [8; 9℄. The PLband of the autoloalized exiton in the SiO2 matrixwith silion nanorystals is disovered for the �rsttime. The energy position of the autoloalized exiton(1.7 eV), the energy of splitting of singlet�triplet states(60�80 meV), and the energy of the optial transition ofthe autoloalized exiton (1.18 eV) are estimated. It is836
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